Desktop Electronic Mailscanner
Unfortunately today, mail bombs are a hazardous
safety concern for both private individuals and
organisations. Lethal mail bombs are often concealed
in a seemingly routine small packages or letters.
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The Desktop Electronic Mailscanner can identify
parcels and packets of mail that should NOT be
opened without further inspection.
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It enables the operator to detect metallic letter or parcel bomb components such as
detonators, timing devices, shielding and batteries, that may be contained within an
envelope or small package measuring up to 15.6 inches in width and a full 2.75 inches
in thickness.
Objects are screened from both sides as they are passed through the scanning zone
(15.6” x 2.75” opening, 39.6cm x 7cm with unlimited length).
It will automatically detect ferrous and non ferrous metallic objects contained within
envelopes or thin packages; it will ignore smaller components, stationary items,
including paper clips, tags, pins and staples.
The detector will automatically activate an audio alarm and a visual alarm when it
senses a preset level of metal. A factory provided test card is available to verify
performance.
Features
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Small, lightweight and versatile;
Detects metallic objects, using independent circuit coils, from a large item to a
small razor blade or watch battery;
Easy, automatic operation with no setup required;
A.C. and battery backup standard;
Harmless to film, tapes, compact and floppy disks;
100% digital reliability with immunity to external interference;
Detects UK Forensic Standard metal discs;
12 month warranty parts & labour;
Sensitivity Adjustment available;
Switch for supervisor control.
Specifications
Physical Dimensions: Height: 15.25” (38.74 cm);
Width: 19.5” (49.5 cm);
Depth: 19” (48.3 cm);
Weight: 38 lbs (17.3 kg);
Temperature Range: 10° C - 50° C;
Control Panel: Power on/off, audible volume on/off (sound alert), audible and
visual alarms & light indicators;
Complies with applicable international standards on electrical safety, EMC and
CE;
Electrical: 110 or 220 Volts. Includes 9-volt alkaline battery back-up power.
Optional rechargeable 9-V NiCad.

